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Abstract: All assays performed in anatomic and clinical pathology
laboratories must be validated before they are placed into clinical
service. This review summarizes strategies for validation of clinical
immunohistochemistry assays, and is chieﬂy based on the recently
released guideline released by The College of American
Pathologists.
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I

n the current practice of anatomic pathology, immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a critical ancillary test that aids in
the accurate diagnosis of a host of neoplastic and nonneoplastic conditions. In addition, IHC is being increasingly used to predict response to therapy and screen for
inherited diseases. In the last decades of the 20th century,
IHC assays were being developed that could be reproducibly performed on paraﬃn-embedded, formalin-ﬁxed tissues; these methods were developed as “home-brew” assays,
more appropriately termed “laboratory developed tests.”
As such, assay conditions often varied signiﬁcantly between
laboratories. As IHC became more widespread and its use
expanded to industry, detection methods became more
standardized. However, as many preanalytic factors may
aﬀect the results of IHC tests, assay conditions still may
vary signiﬁcantly between laboratories.
Many IHC laboratories continue to use laboratory
developed tests; as preanalytic factors may signiﬁcantly
aﬀect assay results, robust and standardized analytic validation before use on patient samples is required, particularly for those assays with quantitative results or for IHC
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tests that predict responsiveness to speciﬁc therapies.
Indeed, analytic validation of all clinical laboratory tests,
including IHC, is required by the Clinical Laboratory
Improvement Amendments of 1988.1 Despite both this
regulatory mandate and the common sense notion that
quality testing is predicated on carefully validated
methodology, up to 28% of surveyed IHC laboratories did
not have a written procedure for initial assay validation at
the time a recent interlaboratory practice survey.2 The same
survey noted that laboratories in compliance with CLIA’88
validation requirements nonetheless followed strikingly
variable IHC assay analytic validation practices. To
address these challenges to the uniformity and quality of
diagnostic IHC, the College of American Pathologists
(CAP) convened a panel of experts in 2012 with the charge
of creating an evidence-based guideline that would serve as
a standard for analytic validation of IHC assays. The
resulting recommendations were published in 2014.3
With these introductory comments in mind, we herein
review the relevant concepts behind analytic validation with
particular focus on analytic validation of IHC assays. The
authors of this review served on the expert panel that created above-mentioned guidelines; however, this article has
been created without input from the CAP.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The United States Food and Drug Administration
deﬁnes “validation” as “conﬁrmation by examination and
provision of objective evidence that the particular requirements for a speciﬁc intended use can be consistently
fulﬁlled.”4 In other words, analytic validation is a process
that conﬁrms that a test has the expected level of sensitivity,
speciﬁcity, and reproducibility for its intended use. In the
context of the clinical pathology laboratory, validation is
achieved by comparing the test’s result with a known gold
standard. However, a vast majority of IHC assays do not
have a gold standard referent test that can be feasibly
obtained by most laboratories. As such, most laboratories
must compare their results to comparators that are not
considered gold standards in the strict sense. Such comparators tend to fall in the following 4 categories.
(1) Morphology and expected results according to the
medical literature: This comparator is frequently used
when new assays are being initiated. Typically, the
medical director of the laboratory performs a review of
the literature pertinent to the new assay. From those
data, a set of validation cases is chosen, typically from
the laboratory archives from cases ﬁxed and processed
in the same manner as those that will be run on patient
samples.
(2) Previous results from a previously validated assay from
the same laboratory: This method is often used if the
assay conditions change to such an extent that merits
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some sort of revalidation (see below). For example, if a
manufacturer discontinues a primary antibody and it is
replaced with a diﬀerent primary antibody clone, this
change is considered a fundamental modiﬁcation to the
assay that requires complete revalidation. In this
circumstance, the use of results obtained from previously validated assays from the same laboratory as a
comparator would be a reasonable approach.
(3) Another laboratory’s results from the same validation
set using a previously validated assay: This method is
particularly useful for assays that are diﬃcult to
validate. In this situation, interlaboratory comparison
allows the laboratory to directly compare results from a
previously validated assay on the same tissues.
(4) Previously validated results from a suﬃciently validated
nonimmunohistochemical assay: As noted above, this
comparator applies to very few assays, but is often the
most robust validation method. Examples include
chromogenic or ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization
(CISH/FISH) for Her2-neu as applied to Her2 IHC,
ﬂow cytometric analyses for markers such as CD3,
CD20, and other common hematopoietic analytes, and
mutation testing for the BRAF V600E mutation as
compared with mutation speciﬁc b-raf IHC.

CONCORDANCE AND SIZE OF VALIDATION SET
The desired level of concordance between the new
assay and the comparator is tightly related to the size of the
validation set. This is due to the fact that both of these
parameters have a hand in determining the conﬁdence
interval for a particular level of concordance. The conﬁdence interval, generally set at 95%, is the statistical value
that determines the level of conﬁdence that the observed
concordance level reﬂects the true performance of the test.
Thus, as the size of the validation set increases, the level of
conﬁdence that the observed concordance is the true value
increases. For an example, see Table 1; this table shows that
the 95% conﬁdence intervals are smaller and overall conﬁdence levels higher with a validation set composed of 40
cases compared with 20 case validation set. Thus, as a
general rule, a larger validation set is desirable, whenever
possible. Of course, larger validation sets can be diﬃcult to
obtain, especially in smaller laboratories.
The size of the validation set should also be dictated by
the intended clinical use of the assay. The clinical use of
IHC assays fall into 2 general groups. The ﬁrst are markers
that are interpreted in the context of the morphologic
ﬁndings and are typically used as ancillary stains for diagnosis (eg, cytokeratin 7, cytokeratin 20, TTF-1, GATA-3,
etc.). The second group of stains includes those that are
interpreted without regard to the histologic context; many
of these markers give predictive information about the
sensitivity of a tumor to various treatments (eg, Her2 IHC
on breast carcinoma, b-raf mutation-speciﬁc IHC on melanoma). Markers that are used for histologic diagnosis and
are interpreted in a histologic context have less direct
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clinical impact than predictive markers that result in an
actionable result that is independent of the morphologic
context. Thus, the size of the validation set for a predictive
marker should be larger than that prepared for a diagnostic
marker. The expansion of the size of the validation set for
predictive markers increases the conﬁdence that the
observed concordance level truly reﬂects the desired level of
concordance. As such, the CAP Guideline mandates that
the size of the validation set for predictive markers should
contain at least 40 challenges, whereas nonpredictive/diagnostic markers should have at least 20 challenges.
Depending on the resources available, expansion of the size
beyond the prescribed amount of the validation set is
optimal and would add additional assurance that the assay
will behave as expected.
In theory, the level of aggregated positive and negative
concordance between the new test and the comparator
should be 100%. However, this is not practically obtainable
due to a number of factors including, but not limited to,
preanalytic factors, intratumoral heterogeneity of analyte
expression and the quality of the originally validated
method or comparator set. For these reasons, the Guideline
set the desired level of concordance at 90%; this was chieﬂy
based on evidence from concordance data between Her2
IHC and Her2-neu FISH, in which concordance levels
higher than 90% were not feasible for a majority of
laboratories.5–7

COMPOSITION OF THE VALIDATION SET
As a general rule, the composition of the validation set
should reﬂect the intended clinical use of the assay. Not
only should relevant positive cases be included, but also
judicious inclusion of cases that show lack of expression of
the analyte of interest should be part of the validation set.
For example, TTF-1 is a transcription factor that is often
used as an ancillary test in the workup of metastatic carcinoma of unknown origin. It is expressed in a majority of
small cell carcinomas of the lung, most primary pulmonary
adenocarcinomas, and many types of primary epithelial
tumors of the thyroid gland. Inclusion of tumor types that
are known to be positive for TTF-1 should be part of the
validation set. In addition, tumor types that are known to
be TTF-1 negative and are in the histologic diﬀerential
diagnosis of either metastatic pulmonary adenocarcinoma
and metastatic thyroid carcinoma should be included. Such
examples of clinically relevant TTF-1 negative carcinomas
might include ductal carcinoma of the breast, colorectal
carcinoma, and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Inclusion of clinically relevant cases in the validation set adds
additional assurance that the validation accurately reﬂects
the performance of the assay when performed on patient
samples.
Occasionally, assays are used in more than 1 clinical
context. In this circumstance, it would be wise to tailor the
validation set to reﬂect all potential clinical uses. For
example, CD30 is a marker that is often used to diagnose

TABLE 1. Comparison of Concordance Rates and 95% Confidence Intervals for Validation Sets Composed of 20 and 40 Tissues

No. Validation
Tissues

Concordance for 0
Discordant Cases

Concordance for 1
Discordant Case

Concordance for 2
Discordant Cases

20
40

100% (81%-100%)
100% (90%-100%)

95% (75%-100%)
97.5% (86%-100%)

90% (69%-98%)
95% (83%-99%)
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Hodgkin lymphoma and various germ cell tumors, such as
embryonal carcinoma. In this circumstance, the validation
set should include cases of Hodgkin lymphoma, in which
Reed-Sternberg cells are the expected positive cells, and
cases of embryonal carcinoma. Relevant negative cases
include nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma and CD30-negative primary mediastinal diﬀuse
large B-cell lymphoma, which are known mimics of
Hodgkin lymphoma and are CD30 negative. In addition,
expected CD30-negative cases in the diﬀerential diagnosis
of embryonal carcinoma should be included in the validation set that might include seminoma and yolk sac
tumor.

FORMAT OF VALIDATION CHALLENGES
Classically, validation is achieved by applying single
tissue sections on slides analogous to the practice on patient
samples. More recently, tissue microarrays have been used
as a more eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective method of displaying
multiple challenges on a single microscopic slide.8–12 Tissue
microarrays are usually an acceptable method of validation.
However, caution should be exercised with assays that are
known to show signiﬁcant heterogeneity of staining.
Examples of this include bcl-6 staining in normal tonsillar
tissue. Bcl-6 expression is limited to germinal center cells; as
such, a tissue microarray would not be an eﬀective method.
Similarly, CD15 and CD30 validation using classic Hodgkin lymphomas should not be performed using tissue
microarrays, as the CD15-positive and CD30-positive
Reed-Sternberg cells are very often heterogenously distributed within lesional tissue in this tumor type.

PREANALYTIC CONSIDERATIONS
Once tissues become devitalized at the time of biopsy
or resection, they are ﬁxed, processed, and prepared for
microscopic diagnosis. This process can diﬀer between
laboratories and, in fact, may vary within a particular
laboratory depending on the specimen type. These variations in tissue processing and handling may have dramatic
eﬀects on IHC results. For example, for some antibodies,
acidic decalciﬁcation solutions can change the avidity of the
primary antibody for its epitope(s).13 Although it is
impossible to control for all possible preanalytic factors
during validation, attention to major causes of preanalytic
variation should be taken into account. Some of the major
preanalytic factors that may impact results include ﬁxative
type and preparation method (ie, cytologic preparations vs.
formalin-ﬁxed, paraﬃn-embedded tissues).14,15
If tissues ﬁxed in alternative ﬁxatives or tissues
exposed to decalcifying solutions are to be used for IHC,
eﬀorts should be made to ensure that the results are clinically valid. A reasonable approach would be to validate a
subset of assays that are often run on decalciﬁed samples.
Examples of such assays might include cytokeratins, CD45,
S-100, and estrogen receptor.
Similarly, if IHC is run on cytologic preparations,
including smears, cytospins, cell blocks, and ThinPrep
preparations (or core samples submitted with aspirate ﬂuid
or other preparation to the cytology laboratory in CytoLyt
or other nonformalin solutions), reasonable eﬀorts should
be made to assure that these assays perform adequately
before they are used on patient samples. The selection of
markers tested and number of cases included in these
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separate validation studies must be determined by the laboratory medical director.

REVALIDATION AFTER CHANGES TO ASSAY
CONDITIONS
Once initial assay validation is successfully completed
and a test is placed in clinical service, it is common for assay
conditions to change. When that occurs, some sort of
revalidation is needed to assure that the assays perform as
expected. In general, changes to assay conditions fall into 3
categories. The ﬁrst, and perhaps most straightforward, is a
change to the antibody clone. As diﬀerent antibody clones
target diﬀerent epitope(s), changes in antibody clone are
considered a fundamental change to the assay. In this circumstance, full analytic revalidation is required.
The second category includes modiﬁcations to assay
conditions that are common to all assays in the laboratory.
Examples include changes to detection chemistry, water
supply, antigen retrieval solution(s), and tissue processing
equipment. When such changes occur, it is not necessary to
fully revalidate all assays aﬀected by the change. Instead, it
is reasonable to choose a representative sample of assays
run in the laboratory and compare cases prepared with the
modiﬁed assay conditions with examples representative of
original conditions. If the subset of modiﬁed assays performs as expected, it would be reasonable to assume that
the remaining assays will perform adequately. If, however,
signiﬁcant changes to the assay conditions are necessary to
achieve expected results, more extensive revalidation may
be necessary.
The ﬁnal set of condition changes that merit revalidation are changes that apply to single assays. Examples of
this might include changes to antibody lot, primary antibody dilution, primary antibody incubation time, and
change of primary antibody vendor using the same clone.
Of these changes, a new antibody lot (same clone) often
results in minimal perturbation of the assay. As such, veriﬁcation of continued expected assay results is achieved by
running 1 known positive and 1 known negative case. It
may be judicious to include a third case that shows a lowpositive reaction as an additional indication of appropriate
assay performance. Changes to primary antibody dilution,
incubation time, and vendor are more substantive changes
to the assay. In these circumstances, it is reasonable to run 2
known positive and 2 known negative cases to assure
continued assay performance; again, it may be wise to run a
ﬁfth, low positive, case to assure appropriate assay
sensitivity.

CONCLUSIONS
IHC is a critical ancillary test in the modern anatomic
pathology laboratory that often has signiﬁcant impact on
patient care. To be assured of accurate results, robust
analytic validation must be performed on all assays before
their use on clinical samples. This review summarizes best
practices for analytic validation for IHC assays and outlines an approach for revalidation necessitated by changes
to assay conditions after successful completion of initial
validation procedures.
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